Window and Door Technology

Roto Con Orders v3
The online hardware configurator

Roto Con Orders
In four steps to a finished parts list

Roto Con Orders is the perfect
solution for window and door manufacturers, and for dealers. That’s
because with the high-performance
online hardware configurator, an
individual configuration of window
and door hardware can be gen
erated very easily and in an
extremely short time – for all common shapes and opening types.
Just a few mouse clicks and a couple of numeric entries, and the window-specific parts list including a
technical illustration of the
hardware itemisation is finished.

And the list can be changed, adjusted or personalised as desired.
It can be exported in various data
formats, enabling it to be used for
individual offers or orders. You benefit from this efficient Roto online
tool, save time during configuration, management and ordering
– that’s Roto Con Orders.
Hardware configuration has
never been this easy

Result: Output of a detailed data
sheet with a technical illustration
and a complete parts list: with editable order numbers, descriptions,
individual and total prices.

With an intuitive menu guidance,
you generate an optimum parts list
in just four steps:

1 Selection of a product group

2 Selection of a construction template

3 Entry of dimensions

4 Individual detailed settings
and adjustments
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1. Selection of a product group
2. Selection of a construction
template
3. Entry of dimensions
4. Individual detailed settings
and adjustments

5 Result: Finished parts list

Clever additional functions
simplify your processes

New in Roto Con Orders v3

Get started straight away thanks
to Web-based solution

Roto Con Orders makes it easy for
you to simplify and accelerate your
processes.

 Improved, faster user interface,
which can be operated intuitively
 Simplification of the user guidance due to clear visualization
 The whole Roto Door product
group can be configured
 Due to its responsive design it
can be used on all devices
(PC, tablet, smart phone)

Roto Con Orders is a Web-based
solution you can access around
the world and around the clock.
You only require a computer with
a Web browser and Internet access for this purpose. To work
with the online hardware configurator, please register once with
your e-mail address on the portal
for dealers and manufacturers at
www.roto-frank.com.

A large number of useful functions
are available to help you do this:
 Store your own company addresses and logos in the header
of your offers
 Create and manage customerspecific projects
 Generate individual customer
hardware templates
 Integrate a discount structure
system
 Material master management

Register
now –
benefit
immediately!
www.roto-frank.com
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